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Have you been wishing you take away years of age off your face so that you can look younger once
again? If the answer to this question is a yes, then face lifts are the right thing for you. The face lift
surgery is a unique method by means of which excess facial skin is removed from your face so that
it appears younger and brighter. This is one of the most effective surgical procedures because when
the face ages, it loses its skin elasticity and the skin start looking droopy and loose.

The traditional face lifts are performed by making an incision in the hair line or above and also in the
temporal region. From the front of the ear, the surgeon then extends this incision downwards and
from under the ear it is then taken upwards, behind the ear. This helps in correcting the problem of
loose skin and if the need arises, sutures may be used to tighten the fascia and underlying muscles.
In this manner, the excess skin is removed and the facial skin is pulled upwards so that it tightens
up. Once the Face lift  has been carried out, skin staples and sutures are used to close the wound.
In some cases, the surgeon may leave an outlet in the wounds so as to remove excess blood.

Although, face list surgery is quite a popular procedure which helps in fighting the various signs of
ageing, it may be associated with some risks and complications. The patient may suffer from loss of
hair around the area of incision. In case, the surgeon is not very experienced in handling such
cases, the patient may be left with an asymmetry between the two sides of the face. The face list
surgery results in some tissue death. This tissue death may even lead to skin loss causing skin
necrosis.
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For more information on a face lifts, check out the info available online; these will help you learn to
find the a Face lift !
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